
Community Event Sub-Committee Meeting #2 

Wednesday, October 26, 2022 

Introductions (Meeting called to order (6:05pm)) 

- Present: Mike W, Ryan W, Bob F, Brenda F, Kandi D, Doug Moss, Laury, Sherry O, Cindy, 
Judy, Debbie, Alice F., Norma B 

- Introduction of Brenda Finley, she was unable to be present last meeting due to prior 
commitments.   

Pancake Breakfast  
- November 12, 2022 (7am-11am) @ Tilton Fire Department 
- Kandi stated she was working on putting together a list of business we can put flyers 

together, she has color flyers 
- Kandi also suggested that we put on flyer for Tilton Notify to register on Tiltonil.com for 

notifications and up to date information regarding the Village of Tilton 
- Mike added we need to work with TFD to have an information table set up at the event 

for various questions such as smoke detectors, equipment, and or Tilton Notify 
- Mike added he has been in contact with Prairie Farms for Milk and Juice, and they are 

willing to donate it, but request that whatever is left over is donated to Southwest 
Elementary School. Average cost is around 25cents each for just an idea of the sizable 
donation.  

- We have been working putting together a supply list for food (Sam’s) that concession 
team will pick up the week of. 

- We need to work on getting the word out for the event, which is key to try and get 
people out to eat the morning. It doesn’t need to be Tilton residents.  

- Mike suggested someone should reach out to newspaper or new station for 
advertisement  
o Ryan Volunteered to reach out  

- Ryan added that we need to have a display area for the Village Food Drive  
- Alice Suggested we get the Church’s involved with the information to announcement  
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Christmas Dinner (Jeanine) 
- Second Sunday of December 
- Will be placed at Tilton Community Center  
- Bob always cooked dinner 
- Saturday is prep day before the dinner, green beans (Saturday PM), and more 
- Sherry (Decoration Coordinator) 

o Color Theme for 2022 is Blue, Silver, and White 

Nativity 
- We have pallets secured may need the picked up and will have PW assist with picking 

up 

- Ryan stated we need to make sure we have a plan so that PW can help assist them with 
the built  

- December 9th for Live Nativity Scene  

- Volunteers will need to be sought out for 

- 6-8 is a good time frame for it 

- December 16th is the rain date for Nativity  

Christmas Parade 
- Ryan Schull will help with parade  
- Ryan W, will call John Hart  
- Bob Suggested to have walkers start closer 
- Theme?  
- Brenda suggested to pass flyers out the night before!  
- Kandi suggested she may be able to get the church teens together to bake cookies for 

the hot chocolate  

Email Update 
- Our volunteer email is live!  

- { HYPERLINK "mailto:volunteer@tiltonil.com" }  
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